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INVESTIGATION OF TANTALUM WET SLUG
CAPACITOR FAILURES IN THE APOLLO
TELESCOPE MOUNT CHARGER BATTERY
REGULATOR MODULES
1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 CBRM FAILURE BACKGROUND
The Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) contains eighteen Charger Battery Regulator
Modules (CBRMs). Each CBRM has an input filter and an output filter containing
tantalum wet slug capacitors. (See Figure 1.1-1). During ATM system tests at
MSFC, MSC and KSC, seven CBRM's experienced capacitor failures. One
failure occurred in the input side of the input filter, and seven in the output side of
the input filter. No failures have been experienced in the output filter.
Early failures were thought to have happened because of age and/or abuse since the
failed capacitors _ere 1967 date coded. The decision was made to replace all 1967
date coded capacitors with 1972 date coded capacitors. Prior to the retrofit cycle, a
failure of one of the 1972 date coded capacitors occurred. Subsequently, a team _as
organized to investigate the capacitor failures and recommend a solution to the
problem. IBM was asked to participate in the investigation. This report describes
IBM_s activity in association with other contractors and NASA toward a solution
of the problem of CBRM capacitor failures.
The purpose of the investigation described in this report was to determine the
mechanism of the capacitor failures and to identify the cause of the failure
mechanism.
Tantalum wet slug capacitors are historically susceptible to degradation via reverse
bias. Caution is ah_ays in order to prevent the application of voltage to the capacitor
in the reverse direction (reverse bias). A concentrated effort, therefore, was persued
during this investigation to locate a source of reverse bias as a possible cause of
capacitor failure.
1.2 CAPACITOR DESCRIPTION
The capacitors failing in the CBRM were wet tantalum electrolytic devices manu-
factured by the General Electric Company. Each capacitor is, in reality, an assembly
containing sixteen individual capacitor elements potted in a case. (See Photograph
1.2-I).
Prior to mid-1971, the assembly contained six'teen capacitors _ired in parallel.
Each capacitor element is rated at 27 microfarads, 100 volts dc. Capacitor
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Figure h 1-h Schematic of CBRM Input and Output Filters.
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Photo I.2-1. CBIRM capacitor showing internal assembly and element construction.
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assemblies manufactured after mid-1971 have an internal series/parallel arrange-
ment consisting of two series groups of eight capacitors in parallel. These capacitor
elements are rated at 110 microfarads, 50 volts de. (See Figures 1.2-1 and 1.2-2).
Details of capacitor construction and operation are given in Section 5.0.
Data relative to the capacitor assembly are as noted:
Military Part No. SCL55CN441MP3
General Electric Part No. 69Fl164
Ratings: 440 microfarads
100 volts de @ 85°C
70 volts de @ 125°C
116 volts de surge @' 85°C
81 volts dc surge @ 1250C
4.8 amperes (ripple) 60 Hz @ 25oc *
22 volts (ripple) 60 Hz @ 25°C *
22 micro amperes max leakage @ 100 volts de
• Correction factors required for increased temperatures and/or frequencies.
The following terminology is used throughout this report when discussing the CBRM
capacitors:
• capacitor element - One of sixteen capacitors contained in each CBRM
capacitor.
• capacitor or capacitor assembly - Capacitor as installed in the CBRhI.
• reverse bias - Reverse polarity voltage, transient or steady state,
applied to CBRM capacitors.
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Figure 1.2-2. Electrical Configuration of Capacitor After Mid-1971.
2.0 SUMMARY
2,1 CBRM LEVEL
The CBRM capacitor investigation included a review of the history of the CBRMs
having capacitor failures in an attempt to establish trends or patterns of failures.
All failures were found to have occurred after the CBRM had been installed in a
system configuration and mated with Electrical Support Equipment (ESE). Also,
failures occurred only in the CBRM input filter.
A review of acceptance test procedures (ATPs) and power up/down sequences revealed
areas of potential transient problems. These areas of concern suggested further
analysis and tests which were pursued.
Both sneak circuit analysis and computer-aided transient analysis revealed sources
of reverse bias that could be applied to the capacitors under investigation.
CBRM tests at IBM, at the MSFC ATM Breadboard and at KSC verified sources of
reverse bias that could be applied to the input filter capacitors in the CBRM. Also
verified were procedural changes that eliminated reverse bias from the capacitors.
2.2 CAPACITOR LEVEL
Various tests were run on CBRM capacitors in an attempt to duplicate the failures
that occurred during ATM system test. The only method by _vhich the failures were
duplicated was the application of a reverse bias voltage to the capacitor followed by
the application of rated voltage in the normal forward direction. Swelling of
capacitor cases was observed under these conditions. The capacitors tested were
not confined; if confined, the cases probably would have exploded as did some of the
flight units that failed.
Subsequent tests were run on capacitors and capacitor elements in an attempt to
define failure characteristics with regard to over-voltage of correct polarity, mag-
nitude of steady state reverse voltage and current, magnitude and frequency of
pulsating reverse voltage and current ripple as experienced with a CBRM _ith the
capacitor operating at 90% rated voltage.
It was found that both over-voltage and reverse voltage are damaging to the
capacitors, and the damage is directly proportional to the magnitude of each.
Each capacitor, as _ell as each capacitor element, _as found to have.its own
characteristics, similar to others but sufficiently different as to prevent
predictability.
Normal CBRM current ripple (12 amperes peak) at normal CBRM operating voltage
(90 vdc) apparently caused neither physical damage nor degraded capacitor operations.
The anode of the capacitor elements is tantalum, and the cathode is silver. The
suspected cause of failure was plating of silver from the cathode onto the anode.
Figure 2.2-1 shows the criteria established for defining the relative quantity of silver
plated on the anode. Capacitors tested and opened were visually characterized for
degree of silver plating. It was impossible to correlate failure with quantity of
silver. Also, some off-the-shelf capacitors were opened and were found to have
slight silver plating. Hence, although failure analysis with regard to quantity of
plated silver was inconclusive, the silver plating with subsequent dielectric penetra-
tion is the apparent failure mechanism.
Replacement of all tantalum wet slug capacitors in .the CBRM with tantalum foil
capacitors was considered. Although less capacitance per unit volume is available
from tantalum foil capacitors, they have a greater tolerance to reverse bias. How-
ever, there were insufficient foil assets available to replace both input and output
filter capacitors.
It was decided to replace input filter capacitors with tantalum foil capacitors, since
all capacitor failures had occured in the input filter and the reverse bias possibility
was shown to be only on the input filter. Foils have a history of satisfactory operation
in similar applications; and it was determined that the CBRM would function properly
with the reduced capacitance in the input filter.
Although no failures had occured in the output filter capacitors, they were removed
from the CBRMs, and a teardown inspection was performed on them.
No anomalies were observed during teardown; so the decision was made to replace all
output filter capacitors with 1972 date coded tantalum _et slug capacitors. The series-
parallel arrangement of elements of these capacitors give a greater reliability to the
output filter.. If one element fails (short), the filter will continue to function since
the output filter operates at a voltage less than the rated value of a single element.
Also, no reverse bias was ever identified on the output filter capacitors. In addition,
foil capacitors would have changed the output impedance of the CBRM possibly causing
problems with other equipment.
3.0 CONCLUSIONS
The failure mechanism of the CBRM tantalum wet slug capacitors is a short through
the Ta20_ dielectric caused by either the penetration of silver or working voltage
puncture after dielectric degradation.
Both the penetration of silver migrating from the cathode and dielectric degradation
are caused by reverse bias voltage having been applied to the capacitors.
Figure 2.2.1.
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The cause of catastrophic failure in the flight CBRMs is reverse bias followed by the
application of greater than 50_ rated voltage. Reverse bias causes degradation or
penetration of the dielectric resulting in reduced working voltage capability. Applica-
tion of forward voltage then causes dielectric breakdox_n. Catastrophic faiLure in the
CBRMs occurred because the forward voltage applied to the capacitors was supplied
from a high current source. Upon dielectric breakdown the capacitor presented a
short circuit to the voltage source and sufficient energy was available to cause explo-
sion of the capacitors.
Reverse bias on the CBRM input filter capacitors is possible under the following
c onditions:
Instant turn on/off of Solar Array Simulator (SAS) t5 volts to the CBRM
Instant turn on/off of CBRM battery trickle charger _hen SAS voltage
is at zero.
Reverse bias caused by the above actions can be prevented by eliminating the sudden
turn on/off of SAS 15 volts and by holding SAS 15 volts on while turning on/off the
trickle charger.
4.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1 CBRM-RELATED
Modify the CBRM ground support procedures to require the follm_ ing:
• Ramp SAS voltage up from 0 volts and down to 0 volts.
• Hold SAS 15 volts at the CBRM while turning trickle charger on and off.
• Ramp trickle charger voltage up from 0 volts and down to 0 volts when
using portable trickle charger.
4.2 GENERAL
When using tantalum wet slug capacitors, insure that no reverse bias can be applied
to the capacitors. If the application involves interface with other components or
systems, e.g., ESE, test equipment, etc., insure that no sneak circuits exist where-
by a reverse bias condition can occur. Also, review procedures for possible se-
quences which could generate negative transients producing reverse b.ias on capacitors.
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5.0 CAPACITOR CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATING PRINCIPLES
5.1 INTERNAL CAPACITOR CONSTRUCTION
The elements utilizedwithin the capacitor assembly are individual tantalum _et slug
capacitors. Each element has an anode made from powdered tantalum which is formed
in a cylindrical shape utilizingtemperature and pressure.
The capacitor dielectric is tantalum pentoxide, Ta20 _. The pentoxide is formed on
the anode or slug by subjecting the formed anode to an electrical potential (forming
voltage) in the presence of an oxidizing agent such as phosphoric acid. The thickness
of the pentoxide film is primarily dependent upon the potentialapplied and the
duration of the forming voltage. The finished film thickness contributes directly to
the unitVsvoltage rating and the capacitance value.
The electrolyteis sulphuric acid (H2SO4) = 40% concentration. A filler(CAB-O-
SILL @) has been added to the electrolyte producing a gel.
The case is coined silver, which has had the internal surface etched and coated with
platinum black. Normal electrical connection to the unitis plus to the anode or slug
and ground or negative to the case.
5.2 CAPACITOR OPERATION
The general theory of operation is simplified by considering the total unit capacitance,
i. e., tantalum anode one plate, the Ta205 film the dielectric and the case the cathode
or opposing plate and the electrolyte as a conductor or extension of the case/cathode.
When a positive voltage is applied to the anode, electrons leave the anode and travel
thru the external circuit to the case. The electrons enter the electrolyte _here
negative ions are formed. These negative ion s collect at the sulphuric acid side of
the pentoxide film as the film is an ionic barrier. Current (electron movement) in
the external circuit continues until the charge across the pentoxide film equals the
applied potential. Since the Ta205 dielectric contains minute flaws, the capacitor will
exhibit a forward leakage current (usually in micro-amperes or nano-amperes). The
tantalum pentoxide film has a unique characteristic that can be detrimental. This
characteristic is the fact that the Ta205 film is an ion barrier and not an electron
barrier. When the capacitor is reverse biased (ground or minus to the slug and plus
to the case), electrons leave the slug thru the film and are converted to negative ions
at the electrolyte. The reaction at the case is for silver to go into solution and in turn
plate out on the slug. Since the Ta205 flit _ allows electron flow in the reverse mode,
a reverse leakage current is developed which is magnitudes larger than normal forward
leakage. This reverse leakage current will continue as long as the reverse voltage is
applied. Catastrophic failure of the capacitor can be attributed to heat generated by
10
the reverse current and/or excessive liberation of gas from the electrolyte. Even if
catastrophic failure does not occur while in the reverse bias mode, the capacitor has
usually been degraded. Degradation occurs at the pentoxide film covering the tantalum
slug. This degradation is caused by silver plating out on the film and/or excessive
gas generation (bubbles} at the anode.
Since the pentoxide film is relatively weak physically, bubbles can destroy the film
integrity exposing the tantalum anode to the electrolyte. When the unit is again
forward biased there is no ionic barrier at the tantalum/electrolyte interface.
Depending on available voltage and current in the circuit, catastrophic failure can
occur due to high forward current creating heat and excessive gas generation.
Note: If the circuit is current limited, the tantalum has the potential capability
of healing by forming new tantalum pentoxide film at the tantalum/
electrolyte interface. The formation of new film over a fault area
appears to make the unit operational. However, there is no known test
data available that can attest to the reliability of a unit that has repaired
or healed itself.
Silver deposited on the pentoxide film with time, can migrate thru the film (pentoxide
layer) creating a short from anode to cathode. A typical silver deposit is shown in
Photos 5.2-1, 5.2-2, and 5.2-3.
Another area of concern is silver deposition on flaw sites. It was previously mentioned
that the forward leakage current is due to fla_s in the pentoxide film. Under normal
forward conditions oxygen is present at these flaw sites. The normal reaction of
oxygen at these sites is the formation of pentoxide film. Once a site has been covered
by silver, new film cannot be formed. The net result is, as more sites are covered
with silver, the forward leakage current can increase. When the forward leakage
becomes large enough, catastrophic failure can occur primarily due to excessive
heat and gas generation.
During the investigation of the capacitor failures in the CBRM, a concentrated effort
was expended to determine the fragility level of typical capacitors under various
degrees of reverse bias conditions. (Reference paragraph 6.6}. During this
investigation, available data from other sources were also researched.
Figure 5.2-1 presents results of tests performed by North American Rockwell,
Autonetics Division. Tantalum wet slug capacitors x_ere subjected to reverse
voltages of 100 to 500 millivolts for 160 hours and then 50% of rated forward voltage
was applied. As expected, the failure rate increased _ith increasing reverse voltage.
It is concluded that the slope of the plot can be raised or lowered by varying reverse
bias application time and/or amplitude of the forward voltage applied after the reverse
time period has been completed. It is also suspected that the degree of current
11
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limiting utilizedduring the applicatior,of forward voltage would be a contributing factor
to the failure rate.
The reverse bias testing contained in this report, the Autonetics test previously
mentioned and numerous other reports generally conclude that reverse bias on
tantalum wet slug capactiors can be detrimental and may lead to catastrophic
failure of the capacitor.
The primary differences between various evaluations of reverse bias are in the
following areas:
Amplitude of reverse voltage/current
@ Steady state versus pulse
• Frequency (ac)
Duration of applied reverse bias
Amplitude of forward or normal working voltage applied after
reverse stress
Variations and combinations of the conditions noted above can produce varying failure
rates for given applications. However, for reliable operation it is concluded that no
reverse bias should be tolerated.
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6.0 INVESTIGATION AND TEST DETAILS
6.1 FAILURE HISTORY REVIEW
6.1.1 Summary
Records of CBRM capacitor failures were studied in conjunction with CBRM log books.
An attempt was made to correlate failures with age, location, number of turn on/off
cycles, rework, number of test cycles and type of test, i.e., component of system,
during which the failures occurred.
The review of all available records revealed that all known capacitor failures occurred
after the CBRMs had been mated with ESE in a pre-launch configuration. No other
trends or correlations were apparent. (See Figure 6.1.1-1.)
6.1.2 Conclusions
The cause of the CBRM input filter capacitor failures exists only in the pre-launch ESE
configuration and is probably the result of a sneak circuit present only in the ESE
configuration.
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6.2 PROCEDUREREVIEW
6.2,1 CBRM Acceptance Tests
The MSFC ATP 40M26710A was reviewed in detail by IBM and MSFC personnel.
Instrumentation was used in an effort to determine if reverse bias was present during
an actual acceptance test. This test was conducted with the Flexible Automatic
Circuit Tester (FACT) and included functional tests as follows:
Voltage (Cells and Battery) ESE Trickle Charge
Charge Retention Battery Charger
Insulation Resistance Power Sharing
Continuity Command Signal
OutputVoltage Telemetry Status
Also, the MSFC ATP 40hL26705, utilized by Brown Engineering, was reviewed by
MSFC personnel.
It was concluded that the ATPs were adequate and that no tests or sequences resulted
in reverse bias being applied to the input or output filter capacitors.
6.2.2 Power Up/Down Sequence
The overall ATM power up/down sequence was reviewed with MSFC personnel at
Huntsville and KSC. The purpose of this review was to determine configuration
differences and possible reverse bias sources at the system level since previous
failures had occurred during system test.
The review revealed procedure and configuration differences for the trickle charger
power input to the CBRI_I at the component level, at the ATM Breadboard and at the
ATM System level at KSC.
The following differences were noted:
• Trickle charger connections to the CBRM do not involve the CBRM
input filter at the component level. At the system level different
connections are used at the CBRM whereby the CBRM input ftLter
circuit becomes part of the trickle charge circuit.
17
Procedures allow trickle charger power on/off with no regard to the
status of CBRM input voltage. In the system configuration, trickle
charger on/off _ith CBRM input voltage at zero will cause ringing in
the input filter and, consequently, possible reverse bias on the input
filter capacitors.
The method of turning trickle charger on/off differs between the ATM
Breadboard and KSC.
At the ATM Breadboard, the ac input power switch to the trickle
charger supply is used to turn trickle charger voltage on/off. A
ramping action occurs such that the CBRM input filter is not subjected
to an instant turn-on/off of current in the filter.
At KSC, a relay (dead face) is used to turn trickle charger voltage
on/off. An instant current turn-on/off occurs in the CBRM input
filter. Ringing will occur in the input filter possibly resulting in
reverse bias being applied to the input filter capacitors.
There is no transient suppression in the trickle charger circuit as is
present in uther ESE power circuits. Lack of suppression is a
potential contributor to a reverse bias problem.
The above findings identified areas of concern _'hich were investigated by means of
sneak circuit analysis, computer aided transient analysis and CBRM tests at the
MSFC ATM Breadboard and at KSC.
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6.3 SNEAK CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
6.3.1 Summary
Sneak circuit analysis was performed both on all CBRM internal circuits and
CBBM/ESE circuits. A sneak path was found whereby reverse bias could be applied
to the CBBM input filter capacitors upon trickle charger turn-on/off.
6.3.2 Conclusions
The only sneak path, whereby reverse bias can be applied to the tvet slug tantalum
capacitors in the CBRM° is in the CBRM/trickie charger circuit. Only the input
filter capacitors are involved with the trickle charger. No sneak paths were found
relative to the output filter capacitors.
6.3.3 Details
The following documents were used to perform an analysis of both internal CBRM
circuits and circuits connecting the CBRM with ESE:
40M26258 CBRM Pin. Function List
40M26259 Electrical System Schematic CBRM
40M26201 Wiring Diagram Electronics CBRM
40M33662 ATM Electrical Schematic
40M68374 ATM ESE LC-39 Advanced Electrical
System Schematic
40M70829 Power Interconnection Diagram ATM ESE
40M68507 Cable Interconnection Diagram ATM ESE
Checkout
40M35659-2B ICD Definition of ATM/AM Electrical
Interface
PRO-TC P-P-40004 ATM/Prototype Test and Checkout
Procedure ..
40M26995 A TM CBRM Engineering and Development
Report
19
1953805 (Bendix) ATM Control and Display Console
Electrical Schematic
61J760071 (MI)AC) Electrical Schematic Diagram ATM Carrier
Instruction Manual Rowan Power Supply
Model 120-20
Instruction Manual Kepco Power Supply
Model JQE55-2 (M)
An initial documentation check was performed for two reasons. The first was to look
for wiring errors that could be the source of capacitor failures. Secondly, it was
necessary to verify the accuracy and compatibility of the documentation to be used
during the failure investigation. The documentation check included a complete wire-
by-wire comparison of the CBRM electrical schematic against the CBRM wiring
diagram.
Figure 6.3.3-1 shows a simplified schematic generated from the above documentation
for use during the CBRM capacitor investigation.
Sneak circuit analysis was performed on the CBRM/ESE circuitry to determine
if a sneak path existed whereby reverse bias could be applied to wet slug tantalum
capacitors in the CBRM. Such a path _as found to exist in the trickle charge circuit.
When the trickle charger is turned on/off, reverse bias can be applied to the input
filter capacitors due to resonant ringing of input filter components. (See Figure
6.3.3-2. ) Subsequent tests verified that reverse bias transients can occur b hen
switching the trickle charger on and off.
Decoupling capacitors were suspected as providing a sneak path for reverse bias.
Sneak circuit analysis revealed such a sneak path (see Figure 6.3.3-3). However,
laboratory measurements proved that the reverse bias thus generated was too small
to cancel or reverse the normal static forward voltage present on the wet slug
tantalum capacitors.
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6.4 COMPUTER-AIDED TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
A computer-generated analysis of the CBRM input filter was performed under various
configurations to determine if any conditions exist in which a reverse bias is present
on the input capacitors.
Transient analysis was performed with the use of SCEPTRE (Systems for Circuit
Evaluation and Prediction of Transient Radiation Effects), an IBM System/350 Com-
puter Program which automatically computes the transient response of large electrical
networks. The program automatically writes the set no differential equations describ-
ing the circuit configuration and subsequently solves the equations by numerical inte-
gration routines.
The equivalent circuit for the electrical conditions immediately following ESE turn-off
is shown in Figure 6.4-1. An initial worst case condition of 20.0 amperes was placed
on the two inductors, and the capacitors were assumed to be charged to 26:0 volts.
The load generator, ILOAD, was made voltage dependent such that after the output
voltage drops below 9.0 volts, the load current is removed. This simulates the turn-
off of the CBRM electronics after the input voltage drops below a preset level. The
electrical transient resulting fromthese initial conditions is shown in Figures 6.4-2
through 6.4-5. The voltage across the input capacitors can be seen in Figure 6.4-4
to reverse polarity to a maximum of 1.4 volts, approximately 4.7 milliseconds after
ESE turn-off.
The equivalent circuit for the electrical conditions during battery trickle charger turn-
on is shown in Figure 6.4-6. All initial conditions were assumed to be zero. Small
negative voltages were predicted on both the input and output capacitors in the input
filter during turn-on. The input capacitors were reverse biased to a maximum of
0. 022 volts and the output to a maximum of 0. 055 volts. The transient waveforms
are shown in Figures 6.4-7 through 6.4.11.
The equivalent circuit for the electrical conditions during battery trickle charger turn-
off is shown in Figure 6.4-12. An initial condition of 1.5 amperes was assumed
through inductor L2. Again reverse bias conditions were predicted across both the
input and output capacitors in the input filter during the transient. The input capaci-
tors saw a maximum of 0.93 volts reverse bias, and the output capacitors experienced
a 0.19 volt reverse bias. The transient waveforms are shown in Figures 6.4-13
through 6.4-15.
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Figure 6. 4-10. Plot of RC Current vs Time.
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6.5 OVER-VOLTAGE TESTS
6.5.1 Summary
Over-voltage tests were run on capacitors to establish the over-voltage range required
to cause degradation or catastrophic capacitor failure.
6.5.2 Conclusions
The capacitor rating of 100 volts dc has an apparent margin of safety; i. e., the
lowest over-voltage failure occurred at 130 volts. Failure of the capacitors in the
CBRM is probably not caused by over-voltage.
6.5.3 Details
Three new 1967 date coded capacitors were subjected to various over-voltage conditions
as noted:
Sample No. 1 - DC voltage increased from 100 to 170 volts thru a 100 kohm
limiting resistor. Voltage increased in ten volt increments at 5 to 10 minutes per
increment. Forward leakage current was continuously monitored.
Leakage current was stable up to 140 volts. At 150 volts leakage current increased
from 13 to 30 micro amperes. As supply voltage was increased above 150 volts,
current increased to 180 micro amperes. Voltage applied to the capacitor did not
exceed 150 volts. The capacitor was unstable (voltage varying) at 150 volts and
failed (shorted) after 40 minutes at 150 volts.
Sample No. 2 - Repeated the voltage step stress performed on sample no. 1
except current limiting resistor was reduced from 100 kohms to 1 kohms. Currents
in the high voltage range, (150 volts and higher), were similar to those experienced
with the 100 kohm limiting resistor. After step stress _vas completed, the capacitor
was subjected to a hard turn on at 130 volts dc, current limited to five amperes.
The capacitor failed in a shorted-mode.
.Sample No. 3 - DC voltage was applied instantaneously and was removed when
the capacitor was fully charged. The capacitor was subjected tO dc voltages of 130,
140 and 150 volts current limited to 5 amperes. The capacitor failed at 150 volts in a
shorted mode.
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6.6 REVERSE BIAS TESTING/EVALUATION
6.6.1 Summary
Capacitors and capacitor elements were subjected to various levels of reverse voltages
and currents. The testing was primarily oriented toward short time reverse effects;
minutes and hours as opposed to days or months.
Degradation in the form of increased forward leakage currents was experienced after
exposure to 10 milliamperes reverse current for 21 hours. Catastrophic failure was
experienced by applying rated working voltage after exposure of 1 ampere reverse
current for a period of two minutes.
Other tests conducted indicate that the effects of reverse bias are cumulative, i.e.,
repeated half-hour exposures to the same amplitude of reverse voltage increased
both the forward and reverse leakage currents. On each successive application of
reverse voltage itwas also noted that the reverse current increases exponentially as
reverse voltage is increased linearly.
Low frequency ac testing was utilized to demonstrate the presence of an abnormal
current component that occurs during the negative half cycle of the voltage waveform.
6.6.2 Conclusions
Reverse voltage/current is detrimental to the reliable performance of tantalum wet
slug capacitors. Predictions as to capacitor failure rate with different levels and
durations of applied reverse voltage appear to be unreliable due to the many variations
of individual capacitor characteristics.
6.6.3 Details
Reverse bias tests were performed at two different part levels:
At the capacitor level as procured from General Electric: Internal
visual inspection of elements (16 per capacitor) after capacitor test
was limited to four elements per capacitor because of shortage of
time and availability of personnel.
At the element level after removal from new capacitors:' Element
testing and subsequent teardo_n inspection provided better correlation
between a given test condition and internal visual observations.
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The basic categories of reverse bias conditions evaluated were:
• Reverse current amplitudes versus time. (Paragraph 6.6.3.1).
• Steady state reverse voltage. (Paragraph 6.6.3.2).
• Cumulative effects of reverse bias. (Paragraph 6.6.3.3).
• Reverse bias diode affect. (Paragraph 6.6.3.4).
• Application of ac without dc bias. (Paragraph 6.6.3.5).
• Application of ac superimposed on a dc reverse bias. (Paragraph
6.6.3.6).
6.6.3.1 Reverse Current Amplitudes vs Time
Results of tests performed on capacitors are given in Table 6.6.3.1-1. Capacitor
degradation and catastrophic failures were created by the following worst-case
conditions:
Degradation - 10 milliamperes reverse for 21 hours
Catastrophic Failures - 200 milliamperes reverse for 24 minutes
- 1 ampere reverse for 2 minutes
Catastrophic is defined as shorting in the reverse mode or shorting as full rated
voltage was applied in the forward direction after the capacitor was subjected to a
reverse bias environment.
6.6.3.2 Steady State Reverse Voltage
Four groups of capacitor elements were selected for this evaluation. Each group
contained 8 elements; four elements of each group rated @ 50 volts and four elements
of each group rated @ 100 volts. Each group of elements was subjected to a different
reverse voltage (bias) level ranging from 50 to 500 millivolts. Reverse application
time varied from 17 to 26 hours. Reverse current was monitored periodically, and
forward leakage current was checked randomly during the test period. Forward
leakage measurements were made at rated voltage utilizing a current limiting
resistor. At the conclusion of the test period the units were opened and subjected to
internal visual examination. Table 6.6.3.2-1 presents the results of this evaluation.
Several observations can be made from these data:
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Table 6.6.3. 1-I. Reverse Voltage Evaluation of Capacitor Assemblies. (Sheet 1 of 3)
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Table 6.6.3. 1-1. Reverse Voltage Evaluation of Capacitor Assemblies. (Sheet 2 of 3)
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Table 6.6.3. 1-1. Reverse Voltage Evaluation of Capacitor Assemblies. (Sheet 3 of 3)
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Table 6.6.3.2-1. Steady Statu Reverse BiDs Voltage Evaluation Data.
25O
500
NOTES
t. CYCLE IS THE NO. OF
TIMES FORWARD
LEAKAGE WAS CHECKED.
2. CURRENTS ARE PRESENTED
ASMAX ANDMIN RECORDED.
3. GLITCH CURRENT
SURGED!VOLTAGE UNSTABLE
AS FORWARD LEAKAGE
WAS CHECKED,
onn_]CIBIL,l'I_O_ '_
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The degree of silvering found on the slug or anode is not directly
related with the reverse bias condition; i.e., five elements in the
250 millivolt reverse group exhibited light to gross silver; _xhereas
two elements in the 500 millivolt reverse group were fotmd to have
light silvering.
Reverse current levels are tmpredictable at the voltage levels used
for this test. Current in the 50 and 100 millivolt reverse groups had
a tendency to decrease during the test whereas current in the 250 and
500 millivolt groups remained constant or increased in the same time
frame.
Temporary breakdown (glitches) and subsequent healing were noted on
several units in the 250 and 500 millivolt groups.
Note: If a glitch occurred, the voltage x_as decreased and then again
ramped to,yard the voltage rating.
6.6.3.3 Cumulative Effects of Reverse Bias
6.6.3.3.1 Duty Cycle Test No. 1 -
. T_enty-three capacitor elements were selected and exposed to file follm_ing test
cycle:
100 millivolts reverse for one minute followed by 25, 50 or 100,_ of forward
rated voltage for one minute.
Groups of elements _ere removed from test at the end of 1, 5, 10 and 25 cycles. The
test samples _x:ere opened and subjected to internal visual examination. (See Table
6.6.3.3.1-1). No direct results were obtained from this evaluation; hoverer, it is
assessed that if a longer test time _ere selected, meaningful _'esults could have been
obtained.
Note: The intent of this particular evaluation was to demonstrate that the action
of plating of silver on the slug due to reverse current is greater than
the reaction of normal for_ard leakage current tending to move the silver
back to the case; i.e., when reverse and forx_ard currents are alternately
equal in amplitude, degradation can occur.
6.6.3.3.2 Duty Cycle Test No. 2 -
° .
Three capacitors were selected for this evahmtion. The first sample was subjected
to 1.0 volt reverse bias for thirty minutes; then forward leakage was checked at
rated voltage. This procedure was repeated u:_til failure occurred. The second and
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To.hie b'.6.3.3. 1-1. Reverse Bias Duty Cycle Test No. 1 Data.
i MINUTE I MthIUTE
REVERSE FORWARD
31AS IMVI BIAS (V)
-tOO 50
25
5O
5O
5O
25
5O
5O
25
5a
25
loo
50
25
[ so
IOa
5O
25
-100 ,50
NUMBER
OF ELE. NO. CAP NO.
CYCLES
1 7 1
1 14 145
1 13 145
..d
1 15 621
1 14 621
, , L ,
5 11 1
5 3 14S
5 10 145
5 7 621
5 4 621
4 1 1
10 14 1
10 16 1
10 7 145
10 16 145
10 11 621
10 3 621
25 12 1
25 9 621
25 16 621
25 1 145
25 8 136
25 9 1
VOLT
RATING
50
50
50
100
100
50
50
5O
10O
100
50
50
50
50
50
tOO
100
50
100
100
50
50
50
CURRENT (AMP|
LEAK, REVERSE
.7Gx10-6 .28x10-5
.55,d0-6" .02x10-6
.24_10"6 05,10-6
.7x10 _ 92x10"G
.9x10 "6 .36x10-6
.55x10"6 01_10'6
.8x106 3xi06
.18xI0-6 .005_10-6
25>:106 1 x10"6
.£2w10 -6 14=106
"5x10"6 I 30=10"6
t08KlO-6
"3×106 I 15 _106
• i
.56_10 "6 .28_10 6
7_=iG'6 53,10"6
.E3,i0 6 .08_10-G
.G_,10"6 3Q_06
.06.10 6
35"10 .6 18=10.6
_2x10-6 005_106
.04xi0"6 .02x10-_
.09xi06
-21x10 6 12x10. 6
.50x106 12,10 -G
.66,10-6 5xI06
o7.i06
•25_106 25x10 6
.4_10. 6 G5_i0. 6 I
28_10"6 18z10-6
1Ox%O 6 14x_0 6
22,.10 6 17,10 6
"I
.4OxlO 6 .14=10.6
.C2_10"6 I 34_10G
.30x10'6 01x10 E
.7=10 "6 21=10 .6 t OK
;9x10"6 I01,106 [
/ 14,1o .6 i oK26_10"6
"'1 15x106
9x10"6 1.41_10. 6
,61x,_,06
INTERNAL VISUAL
SLUG H2SO 4
Ag SLIGHT
BROWN BROWN
DEPOSIT
OK OK
OK OK
OK OK
A_ SLIG HT
OK OK
B ROWN
DEPOSIT
OK OK
OK OK
•
OK OK
OK OK
Ag SLIGHT
4
Ag SLIGHT
OK OK
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OK
.... i
OK OK
CAS E
OK
OK
Ao
OK
OK
A9
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OK
OK
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Ag
Ag
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OK
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Figure 6.6.3.3.2-1. Sample No. 1 Data for Duty Cycle Test No. 2. (1 of 2)
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100 *SEENOTE4 ON SHEET1 OF THIS FIGURE
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Figure 6.6.3.3,2-1. Sample No. 1 Data for Duty Cycle Test No. 2, (2 of 2)
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Figure 6.6.3.3.2-2. Sample No. 2 Data for Duty Cycle Test No. 2.
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Figure 6.6.3.3.2.3. Sample No. 3 Data for Duty Cycle Test No. 2. (1 of 2)
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third samples _ere evaluated in the same mmmer except the reverse bias x_as increased
to I.5 volts. The results of this evaluation are shown in Figures 6.6.3.3.2-I thru
6.6.3.3.2-3.
The general observation is that the reverse bias current increased with time but
returned to zero at the beginning of each new cycle. Sample no. 1 showed a
progressively inerea " ",_sn,,, rate of reverse leakage \:ith each succeeding run as well
as a larger forward leaka;_e at the completion of each run. Sample no. 2 shorted
during tim first run. Sample no. 3 operated with very little degradation tmtil run
no. 7 at which time it al)proached a shorted condition.
6.6.3.4 Reverse Bias Diode Effect
Several elements were subjected to reverse bias voltage, increased in equal increments
until catastrophic failure e_eurred. At eachincrement of reverse voltage the reverse
current was measured an3 recorded. The results of this test are shown in Figure
6.6.3.4-I.
The primary observation made durh_g tMs evaluation is the non-linear rise or increase
of reverse current (diode effect) with linear increase of reverse voltage.
6.6.3.5 Application of AC Without a DC Bias
This test was primarily a,, experiment to verify the presence of an abnormal component
of reverse leakage current when ac is applied to a tantalmn wet slug capacitor. The
basic operation of an unpolarized capacitor _xhen ae is applied is as follows:
Figure 6.6.3.5-1 illustrates the normal voltage and current waveforms expected
_hen an ac voltage is applied to a capacitor.
In reviewing Figure 6.6.3.5-1 the normal waveforms are as expected; i.e. :
• The current leads the voltage by 90 °.
• Current is ma.,dmum _hen voltage is 0, or in terms of capacitor
charging oi_eration, current is maximum _hen changing voltage is
applied, e.g., at 0 ° and 180 °.
• Current is (t _hen voltage is maximum or again considering capacitor
charging action, current is 0 uhen the capacitor becomes fully
charged, e.g., at 90 ° and 270 °.
Considering the voltage _aveform, 0 ° to 180 ° represents the capacitor charge and
subsequent discharge utilizing o positive voltage. In like manner the voltage waveform
from 180 ° to 3_;0 ° represents the capacitor charge and subsequent discharge
6O
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utilizing a negative voltage. In reviewing the theoretical current waveform, the
positive voltage charge/discharge current waveform (0 to 180 °) is symmetrical _ith
the negative voltage charge/discharge current waveform (180 to 360o).
For the first step of this experiment eight tantalum wet slug capacitors were con-
nected in parallel (total capacitance -_3500 mierofarads). Utilizing a _ignal genera-
tor, a 1 Hertz, four-volt peak-to-peak sine _:ave was applied to the capacitors from
a power amplifier. A meter shunt ( _50 milliohms) was placed in series with the
capacitors in order to measure current. The shunt leads, plus a set of voltage
monitoring leads connected directly across the capacitors, were connected to a t_vo-
channel brush recorder. (See Figure G. 6. 3. 5-2). Voltage and current _vaveforms
obtained on the recorder are shown in Figure 6.6.3.5-3.
In reviewi_g these waveforms, the current waveform is as expected during the 180 °
of positive voltage application; however, during the 180 o of negative veltage (capacitors
reverse biased) the current waveform is distorted such that the waveform is unsym-
metrical.
It is theorized the following sequence of events takes place:
As the voltage goes negative from 0 to -1.45 volts (1/8 cycle), the current
waveform appears normal, i.e., current is maximum at the instant vcltage starts
negative and si_rts to decrease as voltage approaches maximum (normal capacitor
action).
As the voltage increases further negative, the current, which is noI-mally
decreasing at this time, begins to increase as a result of the capacitor beginning to
leak. (Reference Par._graph 6.6.3.4}. This totaI current l-eaks out a_,proximately
15 ° before the voltage peaks out indicating a large resistive as well as a reactive
component of current at this instant. When the current returns to zero, it is leading
the voltage by approximately 60 ° which still indicates the presence of a resistive or
leakage component but considerably less than previcusly. The voltage at this time is
-1.7 volts. The complete recovery to a normal 90 ° current lead over applied voltage
is not seen until the applied voltage returns to a positive value. It should also be
noted that power, hence heat, is developed within the capacitor during the leakage
portion of the cycle because of the resistive component. This is not the case at other
times since energy is alternately stored and returned to the circuit when a 90 ° phase
shift exists. Power dissipation, and consequently, heat are probably l esponsible for
the capacitor's expanding and sometimes exploding.
6.6.3.6 Application of AC Superimposed on a DC Reverss Bias
This test was an experiment to determine if the quantity of reverse bias leakage cur-
rel_t is in any was related to the frequency of the applied voltage. The results of this
test indicate that the leakage current is greater at lower frequencies. These results
are summarized in Figure 6.6.3.6-1.
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Figure 6.6.3.6-3. Detail Plots of AC on DC Test Data.
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This test _vas performed on eight capacitors. Each capacitor _as operated at four
frc{luencies- 0.1 ttz, 0.5 Ilz, 1.0 Hz, and 10.0 Hz. A sample rtm is shox_n in
1,'i_u-c 6.6, 3.6-2. This sample shov, s test capacitor no. 1 being operated at 10.0
Ilz. Data from these rtms were used for plotting data points on Figure 6.6.3.6-3.
After all points _ere plo{tcd, diago,_:_l li_es commcti_g tim average leakage currents
at the g-iven frequencies and voltages v, ere drax_n showing the overall leakage effect
ai a given frequency.
Figure 6.6.3. C,-4 is a schematic of the laboratory setup for this test.
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Figure 6.6.3.6-4. AC on DC Test Schematic.
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6.7 CURRENT RIPPLE TEST
A ripple test was performed on six tantalum capacitors to determine if CBRM ripple
current causes capacitor degradation, The ripple test exercised the capacitors at the
normal CBRM ratc _,hen maximum (90 vdc) voltage, maximum (12 amperes peak)
current is applied. Figure 6.7-1 describes the test configuration. The materials
investigation disclosed traces of silver on the anode of the capacitor fo[lox_in_ current
ripple testing. No degradation in capacitor operation w,_s noted.
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Figure 6.7-1. AC Ripple Test Configuration.
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6.8 RINGING TESTS
6.8.1 Summary
Tests were run on a lab model of the CBRM input filter to determine if ringing (resonant
oscillation) caused by instant application of input voltage, applies reverse bias to the
input filter capacitors.
Current in the filter oscillated around zero indicating normal capacitor charge/
discharge current. Voltage across the capacitors rang but did not go belo_ zero.
No reverse bias was observed as a result of circuit ringing.
6.8.2 Conclusions
Although ringing does occur in the CBRM input filter when input voltage is applied
instantly, no reverse bias is applied to the input filter capacitors as a result of the
single action of input filter circuit ringing. Any reverse bias is the result of filter
action combined with other circuit actions in a system co_ffig_ration.
6.8.3 Details
A lab model of the CB]_.M input filter was built for the ringing tests. ESE transient
suppressio:} compol_ents were included in the circuit, and a 205 kohm resistor simu-
lated the circuit load at power on. (See Figure 6.8.3-1).
Upon application of 15 volts dc to the circuit via a mercury switch ringing occurred.
Current was observed to r;ng positively and negatively arouad zero, i_dicating normal
capacitor charge/discharge current. Capacitor voltage rang while charging to 15 volts
but never went negative. Photos 6.8.3-1 and 6.8.3-2 show input filter circuit ringing.
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6.9 MSFC CBRM LABORATORY TESTS
Capacitors with 1967 date codes (parallel construction) were installed in a CBRM
input filter at the Astrionics CBRM laboratory for time durations ran_;2ng from 45
hours to 160 hours. The CBRM was operated at nominal load continuously except
for shut-downs to remove and install capacitors.
Capacitors with 1972 date codes (series-parallel construction) were installed in the
same CBRM in the output filter. The CBRM was operated at nominal load continuously
for 71.5 hours.
No capacitor failures occurred during these tests. All capacitors tested x_ere opened
for silver characterization. No patterns were defined for time, operating voltage,
current ripple and silver plating.
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6.10 KSC TESTS
IBM personnel supported EMC tests on the AThI CBRMs at KSC in an attempt to
identify transients at the input and output of a CBR:,I. The tests were directed by MSFC
personnel and were prompted by concern about reverse bias on the CBR]_I tantalum wet
slug capacitors. Also, negative transients on CBRhI power lines had been observed
during ATM system test _t hlSC.
Negative transients were recorded on the input and output of CBRM no. 2 when trickle
charge voltage _as applied or removed and when the SAS power supplies _ere turned
on. It was not determined if the negative transients were applied to the CBI_M filter
capacitors. Subsequent tests were ran at the MSFC AThl Breadboard to further define
transient parameters and to determine if the CBRM filter capacitors are experiencing
any negative transients. Breadboard test results are given in Paragraph 6.11.2.
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6.11 PROTOTYPE CBRM TESTS
6.11.1 IBM Laboratory Tests
Prototype CBRM No. 037 was obtained from I_ISFC Astrionics Laboratory to perform
transient evaluation tests. The IBM laboratory test configuration is shox_n in
Figure 6.11.1-1.
The test schematic for power line transient evaluation is shoun in Figure 6.11.1-2.
No negative transients v, ere identified. (See photographs 6.11.1-1 thru 6.11.1-9),
The test _chematie for trickle charger transient evaluation is shown in Figure 6.11.1-3.
A condition of transient reverse bias was found to e_st whenever the battery trickle
charger u as turned on or off. Worst-case transients x_ere 1 ampere and (-)500
millivolts. (See photographs 6.11.1-10 thru 6.11.1-20).
6.11.2 ATM Breadboard Tests
6.11.2.1 Summary
Earlier analysis and lab tests identified possible reverse bias sources and suggested
tests on a CBRM in a system configuration to verify such so:,rces.
Prototype CBRM No. 037 was instrumented to monitor voltage across and current
thru the CBIlM input filter capacitors and was installed in the ATM Breadboard at
h,ISFC for tests.
The tests x_ere performed in order to verify that the CBRM sees negative transients
ex-ternally and reverse bias (volU_ge) on the input capacitors internally during the
normal trickle charge switelzing mode. Tests were performed to demonstrate possible
switching transients at "SAS power on" at the !5-volt level.
Further tests were performed to verify that ramping the "SAS power on" from 0 volt
and turni,l_ the trickle charger on and off with greater than 15 volts or, the systenl will
not produce negative transients and uill prevent reverse bias on the input capacitors.
Upon turning trickle charger on and off, negative transients were recorded at the CBI_M
inputs and at the CBRM input filter. Input transients at turn-on were as high as (-)2.3
volts and at turn-off were as high as (-)1.8 volts. Input filter transients at turn-on
were as high as (-)0.95 volts and at turn-off _ere as high as (-)0.20 volts.
Upon turning SAS 15 volts on, negative transients were recorded at the CBRM input and
at the CBRM input filter. Input transients _ere as high (-)2.5 volts. Input filter
transients uere as high as (-)0.90 volts.
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l:pon ramping SAS voltage up and down, no neo_ative transients _ere observed.
The trickle charger x_as turned on and off while holding SAS 15 volts on, and no negative
transients were observed.
Table 6. I1.2.1-1 gives a summary of transients recorded during the breadboard tests.
{;.11,2.2 Conclusions
:<cga_:ive transients are possible at the CBtlM input and at the CBI_M input filter during
normM ground support oper;ttion of the CBRM. The undesirable condition of reverse
bias on the input filter capacitors is the consequence of sudden l_r'_ on/off of either
SAS 15 volts or trickle charger _ith SAS input at 0 volt.
Elimination of negative input transients can be accomplished by ramping SAS voltage
up and down and turning trickle charger on and off only _xith SAS 15 volts applied.
6,1 i.2.3 Details
i:Io2ifications were made on the breadboard in order to simulate more closely the con-
diticns at KSC. A Kepeo power supply _:as installed for the trickle charge input at
the deadface relay. A toggle s_xitch was installed in the SAS pm_er supply line. A
breakout box was used bct',veen the CBII).I and the input cable. In order to a0ply input
pov, cr at J1/T (ESE) and a!/G (SAS) the input pin was sx_itehed in the cable between
toasts. The cable lengths at the breadboard _ere appro,x:imately (50 feet (18 meters)
for ESE power and appro-dmately 80 feet (2-t meters) for the trickle charger pm:er
s_lpply. Figure 6.1.1.2.3-1 describes the Breadboard test setup.
A peak recording voltmeter was used to monitor negative transienLs on the CBR?d input
lines at the SEE and at the CBRI_I during 1urn on and turn off (see Tables 6.11.2.3-1
and 6, 11.2.3-2).
A Tektronix 564 oscilloscope t_ith camera was set to record voltage and current at
the input capacitors (VI, I!) and output capacitors (Vo, Io) in the input filter of the
CBIIM,
A Biomat_on 610B transient recorder xxas used to detect negative transients at the
input of the CBilM. The transients were displayed and photcgraphed on a Tektronix
517 oscilloscope.
A second Biomation 610B transient recorder was used to detect negative bias on the
input eapao, itors of the input filter. The transients were displayed and photographed
on a Tektronix 547 oscilloscope.
rCransients photoi_raphed during these tests are shown in Photographs f,. 11.2.3-1
|]ll'tt (i. 11.2.3-18.
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Table 6.11.2.1-1. CBRM Transient Data.
A cti on
Trickle Charger
On-ESE Pins G&P
Trickle Charger
On-ESE Pins G&P
Trickle Charger
Oa-ESE Pins T&P
Trickle Charger
Off-ESE Pins T&P
SAS 15 volts
On-ESE Pins G&P
SAS 15 volts
On-ESE Pins T&P
CBRM TRANSIENT DATA
Negative Transients (Volts)
ESE Output* CBRM Input VI Vo
1.25 1. O0 O. 95 O. 18
1.80
i.60
2.30
Not Recorded
I00
0.24
2.30
i.80
2.20
2.50
0.20
0.90
0.14
0.90
0.80
0.07
0.12
0.04
0.17
0.16
*ESE data recorded 133"McDonnell Douglas (East) personnel from Peak Recording
Voltmeter (See Tables 6.11.2.3-2 and 6.11.2.3-3)
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6.12 CHARACTERIZATION OF CAPACITORS REMOVED FROM FLIGHTCBRMs
6,12.1 Summary
Twenty-eight capacitors from eight different flight CBRM output filters were sub-
jected to elemctrJcal test and teardo_n inspection. A total of 165 elements from these
capacitors _ere opened and visually inspected. Of.' tim elements examit_ed, 153 had no
evidence of silver on the sl,:g, and 15 had indication of "slight" silvering on the slug.
(See Fi_Ire 6.12.1-1). All traits u'ere fotmd to have dc leakage characteristics within
specified limits.
In comparison, four capacitors from relatively new CBRM input filters were examined.
Four eiemer:ts from each capacitor _'ere inspected. Nine of these elements had no
evidence of silver; hox_ever, three exhibited "slight" silver and four exhibitcd "tight"
silver deposils on the anodes. It was also noted that on failed CBRM input capacitors,
fl_e degree of silver _as in the range of "medium" or "gross".
6.12.2 Conclusion
The application of tantalu:n _et slug capacitors in the flight CBRhi outpdt filter does
not _ppear to be detrimental to the ea;,acitors. Electrical test and visual observations
reveaied no a,.-emalies in these device's;.
6.12.3 Details
During the investigation of the CBRM capacitor failures, it x_as concluded that reverse
bias in conjunction _ith near rated for,,.ard voltage _as the most probable failure
cause. All failures had o:,curred on the input filter operating from 65 to 90 volts.
However, the same capacitors operating in the outgut filter (35 volts maximum) had
never experienced a ft_,iiure. The decision at that time was to rc_,,ork the flight
units, utilizing tantahml foil capacitors in the input filter. The foils selected have a
12,c'o higher working voll.nge and can tolerate some reverse bias. Physically the input
filter capacitors and the output filter capacitors are mounted (potted) in common
cavities _ithin the CBIIM. Replacing the input cai:,acitors made it necessary to also
replace outpttt capacitors. The prin:ary problem at this time u:as the lack of foil
assets. There _,ere only enough ne_ foils (m hand for lhe input filter. If the output
capacitors also _ere to be changed lo foils, a decision _as necessary. This decision
was either to use foils thai a vendor had in stock and _;ere five years old, or slip
schedule and have ne_ foil._ made. It _as decided it) characterize or perform a tear-
down inspection of the output capacitors as ,,hey _ere removed from the flight CBtlMs.
If the testi.,g and teardo_,,n of these unit_; found no anomalies, lhen the outptH capacitors
would be replaced with ne_x tantalum wet slugs _hich were available in stock.
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F;'._c,re 6. 12. 1-1. Ci_aract(_r/zc_io,,?of Fligh', CBRM Outp4zt Filler Capacitors.
In£,
Note: Continuing investigation of the CBRSI circuits later verified the appli-
cation of reverse voltages to the input filter ca0aeitors but not to the
outl_ut filter c::lmeitors.
The capacitors to be inspecied wore removed from the flight CB1RMs by Brown
Engineering. Since the capacitorsx_ere hard pot_ed in the CBIIM, some physical
damage to the eai)acitors _s encountered during ca0acitor removal. This damage
was primarily to the he.,der and tern-inations of each capacitor assembly.
In order to eliminate shorted terminals to case during the teardo_'.n and characteri-
zation, the header _as cut off each ealmeitor. Electrical contacl v.as made to the
internal riser _ires, and leakage _\as measured at rated voltage. The metal can
was then removed by griliding, leaving the e[ements in a hard potted module eonfig-
uratiot_. Tl:e modules uere subsequently"depptted" (oottingdisso[ved) and the
individual elements _erc removed for machining.
Note: If any eapaeitc_r assembly exhibited an out-of-tolerance leakage, then
the leakage on each individual element in the assembly was measured.
The machining consisted oi cutting a _:;roove dov, n one side of the element, across
the bottom and back up tSc. oi;posite side. The depth of the groove _as eor, trvlled
so as to leave _l ]nil oflhe case wall intact. "l-he ease _as then carefully pried
open, much like a clam shell, and i_,,_nediately subjected to internal visual exami-
nation.
To correlr_te the visual results a visual aid _as developed (reference Figure 2.2-1).
This visual aid categori:-ed the at_t_e;'.ram'e of sih'er on the slug or anode into four
areas: Slight, Light, ?,iediuln or Gross. Wilh this visual aid variations due to
inspection v. ere reduced. Also, data .'_ssessment was more r,_anageabIe.
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